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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

1.11 The normal thyroid 

Thyroidd hormones play an important role in developmental processes of mammals during embryogenesis 

andd intra-uterine development, especially the development of the central nervous system. In adult life, 

thyroidd hormones regulate metabolic processes in almost all tissues. De novo synthesis of thyroid hormones 

takess place in the thyroid gland that is located in the neck and is made up of two lobes and an isthmus. 

Thee structure of thyroid tissue is formed by thyroid follicles, which consist of a single layer of epithelial 

cellss (thyrocytes) surrounding a lumen. In between thyrocytes C-cells are located which produce the hormone 

calcitoninn [1 ]. Thyrocyte structure and thyroid hormone synthesis are schematically depicted in Figure 1. 

Figuree 1. Schematical drawing of a thyrocyte as a part of a thyroid follicle. On the right a histological picture of a thyroid 
folliclee is shown. On the left a thyrocyte cell and all identified key components for thyroid hormone synthesis are depicted. 
Adaptedd with permission from: "New insights in the human thyroglobulin structure" by S.A.R. van de Graaf, Thesis, University 
off Amsterdam 2000. 

Thyroidd hormone is synthesized through a multistep process. Iodide is taken up by the thyrocyte via the 

sodium/iodidee symporter (NIS) and is subsequently transported over the apical membrane into the lumen 

byy anion transporters, among which is the protein associated with the Pendrin syndrome (PDS). At the 

apicall membrane, but inside the lumen, thyroid peroxidase (TPO) catalyses the iodination of specific 

tyrosinee residues in thyroglobulin (TC). H202 is required for this process, which is generated by thyroid 

oxidasee (THOX). Finally, TPO catalyses the coupling of monoiodotyrosine (MIT) and/or diiodotyrosine 

(DIT)) into thyroid hormones triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxin (T4). In the thyroid mainly T4 is formed [2]. 

Peripherall tissues take up and convert T4 locally into the biologically active metabolite T3. Thyroid hormone 

synthesiss and secretion is regulated by the hypothalamus-pituitary-thyroid axis. Thyrotropin releasing 

hormonee (TRH) is secreted by the hypothalamus to stimulate the pituitary via the TRH-receptor to secrete 

thyroidd stimulating hormone (TSH). TSH induces, viaTSH receptors present at the basal membrane of 

thyrocytes,, thyroid hormone synthesis, secretion and thyroid growth. Thyroid hormones downregulate TRH 

andd TSH secretion via a negative feedback loop [1]. 
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1.22 Thyroid cancer 

Thyroidd nodules occur frequently. In Western Europe and the United States clinically detectable thyroid 

noduless have an incidence of 4-7%. Most thyroid nodules are benign lesions but at least 5% of clinically 

observedd nodules are malignant [3, 4]. The main problem when discovering a thyroid nodule is to 

distinguishh a benign from a malignant lesion. It is an important diagnostic challenge, which decides if 

aa patient is to undergo surgery, or not. At the moment fine needle aspiration is the major diagnostic 

proceduree but especially the diagnosis follicular thyroid carcinoma cannot be made preoperativefy. 

Ass a consequence nearly all patients with a suspicion for thyroid cancer will undergo thyroidectomy. 

Post-operativee histology on suspicious thyroid nodules yields a relatively low malignancy rate of 10-20% 

[5].. Total thyroidectomy offers the possibility to treat putative metastasis with radio-iodide and allows the 

usee of serum thyroglobulin levels as a marker for recurrent thyroid cancer, but also means lifelong thyroid 

hormonee substitution therapy. Inoperable, metastatic thyroid tumours however, can be very difficult to 

treatt with success in place of their high degree of dedifferentiation. Several reports have suggested an 

increasee in thyroid cancer incidence in a number of Western countries [6, 7, 8, 9]. It is therefore imperative 

thatt good diagnostic and prognostic tools are available to be able to avoid unnecessary surgery and to 

improvee prognosis and therapy. 

1.2.11 Thyroid cancer - Clinical 

Thyroidd nodules can reflect a number of thyroid diseases ranging from hypothyroid goitre to anaplastic 

carcinoma.. Non-neoplastic nodules are mainly associated with hyperplastic or inflammatory thyroid disease 

suchh as Craves' disease or Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Thyroid neoplasms can be divided in non-functioning 

(cold)) and functioning (hot) nodules on the basis of their ability to take up radioiodide. In countries with 

ann adequate iodine diet, hot nodules represent approximately 20% of all nodules and are in the majority 

off cases benign. These hot nodules are also classified as follicular adenoma. Cold nodules account for 

approximatelyy 80% of thyroid nodules and solid and cystic variants can be distinguished. Malignant 

thyroidd neoplasms are found in about 10% of cold thyroid nodules. The latter group is classified as thyroid 

carcinomaa and is commonly associated with the term thyroid cancer [10]. The incidence per 100,000 

individualss of thyroid cancer ranges from 1.2 to 2.6 in men and from 2.0 to 3.8 in women [11, 12]. 

Theree is a wide variation between countries, which can be caused by differences in detection methods. 

Betterr detection methods can make for easier detection of especially small tumours. Regional differences 

inn the categorization of thyroid neoplasms as benign or malignant also influence the registrated incidence 

inn different areas. 

Physicall examination, laboratory evaluation and imaging are standard techniques to differentiate between 

benignn and malignant nodules. Fine Needle Aspiration (FNA) is an additional diagnostic tool that in 

expertt hands can give a high specificity for malignancies [13, 14]. FNA diagnosis is problematic when 

cytologyy reveals a follicular proliferation. In this case, cytology cannot differentiate between follicular 

adenomaa and follicular carcinoma [15]. Nodules that are malignant or suspicious of malignancy are 

surgicallyy removed in all cases. However, surgery may also be decided for some large benign nodules 

(>3cm)) mainly in the event of physical obstruction. In almost all patients with thyroid carcinoma an 

ablativee dose of radioiodine is given postoperatively to remove any leftover thyroid (tumour) cells. 

Externall radiation and/or chemotherapy are indicated only in patients with tumour residues or tumour 
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metastasiss that do not take up radioiodine. It should be noted that although treatment guidelines have 

beenn published, still procedures vary considerably between clinicians [16]. For recent extensive review on 

thee management of thyroid cancer see [17, 18]. 

Prognosticc factors in the management of thyroid cancer consist mainly of elaborate tumour classification 

systems.. Factors like age, tumour size, multicentricity, histological grade and type, nodal or other metastasis 

aree used in different combinations to predict whether tumours are likely to follow a benign course or are 

likelyy to display aggressive behaviour [19]. Although differentiated thyroid cancer has an excellent 10-year 

survivall rate of 80-95% [20], comprehensive prognostic factors that can influence treatment schemes to 

improvee the survival of patients with aggressive, undifferentiated thyroid tumours are not readily available. 

Innovativee strategies for the treatment of thyroid cancer are currently under investigation [21 ]. Next to 

strategiess trying to prevent metastasis via the inhibition of angiogenesis [22, 23], the main effort is to 

expresss the sodium/iodide symporter in poorly differentiated thyroid cells in anaplastic tumours and/or 

metastasis,, enabling radioiodite treatment. This can be achieved, at least in vitro, by histone deacetylase 

inhibitorss [24], or via the introduction of the sodium/iodide symporter [25] with or without the 

co-introductionn of thyroid peroxidase [26]. At the moment it is doubtful if these approaches prove 

too be successful in vivo. 

1.2.22 Thyroid cancer - Pathology 

Malignantt epithelial thyroid tumours can be divided into two major groups. Those derived from thyrocytes 

(papillaryy thyroid carcinoma, follicular thyroid carcinoma, anaplastic thyroid carcinoma) and those derived 

fromm C-cells (medullary thyroid carcinoma). The latter is not in the scope of the thesis. All main tumour 

typess derived from thyrocytes will be introduced separately. 

Papillaryy carcinoma 

Papillaryy thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common variant of malignant thyroid tumours. 

Inn most countries it comprises up to 80% of all thyroid malignancies. PTC is an encapsulated tumour with 

mainlymainly papillary but also follicular structures that is characterised by overlapping cell nuclei that have a 

ground-glasss appearance and longitudinal grooves with invagination of the cytoplasm into the nucleus 

(Figuree 2A). Psammoma bodies, which are spiral rings of calcification, may be found in about 50% of 

tumourss [10, 17, 27]. Papillary tumours are often multifocal and bilateral. PTC frequently invades lympha-

ticc vessels and lymph node metastases are therefore common [28]. Next to the 'classical' papillary thyroid 

carcinoma,, about 15-20% of PTC cases display a less common picture and are classified papillary, based 

onn their nuclear features. The follicular variant of PTC is considered a more aggressive variant and lung 

metastasess are more frequent (Figure 2B) [29]. 
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Figuree 2A. Histopathological picture of a papillary thyroid carcinoma. This tumour shows papillary structures and typical 
'groundd glass' nuclear features [adapted from Thyroid Disease Manager; www.thyroidmananger.org]. 

Figuree 2B. Histopathological picture of a papillary thyroid carcinoma. Tumour shows a follicular growth pattern and nuclear 
featuress of a papillary carcinoma, and was thus considered a follicular variant of papillary carcinoma [adapted from Thyroid 
Diseasee Manager; www.thyroidmananger.org]. 

Follicularr carcinoma 

Follicularr thyroid carcinoma (FTC) represents 10-20% of all thyroid malignancies. It is more common in 

iodine-deficientt areas and in elderly patients. FTC is characterised by follicular differentiation but without 

thee typical nuclear aspects found in FTC (Figure 3). Generally, FTC is divided in minimally-invasive and 

widely-invasivee carcinomas (50% each). Minimally-invasive FTC is very difficult to distinguish from 

follicularr adenoma and often presents a diagnostic dilemma. Multicentricity and lymph node metastasis 

aree considerably less frequent then in PTC. However, blood vessel invasion is often responsible for tumours 

spreadingg to lungs, bones and less frequently to brain and liver [10, 17, 27] . 
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Figuree 3. Histopathological picture of a follicular thyroid carcinoma. On the top-left part of the picture follicular structures sur-
roundedd by overgrowing thyrocytes show the features of a follicular thyroid carcinoma. The bottom-right part of the picture 
showss some normal thyroid follicles [adapted from Thyroid Disease Manager; www.thyroidmananger.org]. 

Anaplasticc carcinoma 

Anaplasticc thyroid carcinoma (ATC), also called undifferentiated thyroid carcinoma (UTC) is a rare variant. 

Lesss than 10% of all thyroid cancers are represented by ATC and the peak incidence is in the seventh decade 

off age. Anaplastic carcinoma are characterised by cell sheets of large pleomorphic cells, hyperchromatic 

nucleii and the presence of necrosis (Figure 4). 

Figuree 4. Histopathological picture of an anaplastic thyroid carcinoma with pleomorphic giant tumour cell nuclei [adapted from 

Thyroidd Disease Manager; www.thyroidmananger.org]. 

ATCC is a very aggressive cancer, which is due to its progressive dedifferentiated state. Dedifferentiation 

cann be observed by the absence of expression of thyroglobulin, NIS and TSH-R in ATC. For this reason 

thesee tumours are impossible to treat with radioiodine [10, 27, 30]. The mortality rate of ATC is very high, 

feww patients survive for more than 12 months after initial surgery. 
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1.2.33 Thyroid cancer - Paediatrics 

Malignantt thyroid cancer is rare in childhood with an incidence of 0.4%-1.3% of all childhood malignancies 

[31,, 32], The majority of paediatric thyroid carcinoma are differentiated, either papillary or follicular, with 

aa strong predominance for the papillary subtype. The follicular variant of papillary thyroid carcinoma is 

foundfound more frequently in children. The interest in this rare childhood malignancy was raised considerably 

afterr the Chernobyl incident, which caused a sharp increase in the incidence of childhood thyroid cancer 

inn the fall-out region [33]. Internal or external radiation is an important factor in the aetiology of paediatric 

thyroidd malignancies. The thyroid is a radiation-sensitive organ especially when proliferation is relatively 

highh as in childhood. Although the cure rate for childhood thyroid carcinoma is very good, the risk for 

latee advanced stage recurrent disease in adult life warrants an aggressive approach to initial therapy and 

life-longg follow-up [34, 35]. Children <10 years of age have a higher risk of recurrence and at an earlier 

stage.. At a younger age usually more locally invasive neoplasms occur. Age, therefore, seems to be the 

bestt prognostic factor to determine the risk of recurrence in childhood differentiated thyroid cancer [36]. 

1.2.44 Thyroid cancer - Molecular Genetics 

Cancerr is a genetic disease. Thyroid cancer is no exception to that rule. The escape of thyroid tumour cells 

fromm controlled growth is caused by a disruption of the regulatory pathways in control of proliferation. 

Mostt thyroid tumours are of monoclonal origin indicating that a specific genetic event took place, which 

causedd the regulation system to be disrupted. 

Thyroidd cancer is mostly sporadic but familial cases have been described. Thyroid carcinoma in the hereditary 

cancerr syndromes familial adenomatous polyposis (Gardner's syndrome) [37] and Cowden disease [38] 

havee been associated with respectively the APC and the PTEN genes. Linkage studies of familial PTC have 

identifiedd chromosomal regions lq21, 2q21, 19pl3.2 and 14q31 [39, 40]. No genes in these regions have 

beenn identified to explain cases of familial differentiated thyroid carcinoma as of yet. 

Geneticc events resulting in tumour growth can be caused by major chromosomal changes (deletion, 

duplication,, rearrangement), which as a result change the expression of one or more genes involved. 

Allelotypingg of thyroid tumours has not identified specific events of particular importance. Several studies 

havee shown loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in thyroid tumours of all subtypes but the changes reported are 

soo diverse that these events appear to be a result of tumour growth rather than the cause of it [41, 42, 

43,, 44]. The suggestion in a recent report that loss of 15q is associated with follicular adenoma in contrast 

too follicular carcinoma is highly speculative [45]. Chromosomal rearrangements are common in thyroid 

carcinoma.. RET/PTC rearrangements are exclusively found in papillary thyroid carcinoma. The frequency 

variess from 2.5-35% in non-radiation associated PTC but is significantly higher in patients with a history 

off neck irradiation and children from the fall-out region of Chernobyl. TRK rearrangements are less frequent 

(0-10%)) but also exclusively found in PTC [10, 27]. The fusion gene PPARy/PAX8 is found with a high 

frequencyy in follicular thyroid tumours [46]. The fusion gene seems to promote follicular neoplasia but no 

distinctionn on the basis of the presence of this rearrangement can be made between follicular adenoma 

andd carcinoma [47]. Mutations in oncogenes and tumorsuppressor genes are also associated with thyroid 

carcinoma.. Activating point mutations in ras as well as activating mutations in similar codons of gsp 

causee constitutative activation of the cAMP pathway and have been identified in a variety of human 

neoplasmss including thyroid [48, 49]. The mechanism behind the activation of the ras and gsp 
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gene-productss is well documented. Single base substitutions cause amino-acid changes in the guanine 

nucleotidee binding site (ras codons 12,13; gsp codon 201), or in the effector domain containing the 

intrinsicc CTPase activity (ras codon 61; gsp codon 227) by keeping the protein in a constitutively active 

statee causing overstimulation of downstream pathways [50, 51, 52]. Studies on thyroid carcinoma show 

activationn of ras and gsp in 18-62% of papillary carcinoma and is frequent in follicular carcinoma [53, 

54].. As for children with thyroid carcinoma, spontaneous or radiation-exposed, no mutations in ras/gsp 

hott spots have been reported [Chapter 2][55, 56]. Activating mutations in the TSH-R can have a similar 

effectt as in ras and gsp and can also be present in hyperfunctioning hot thyroid nodules [57], However, 

onlyy a small portion of thyroid tumours can be explained by the presence of these mutations. p53 

inactivatingg mutations, as in many other tumours, often are a final step in the dedifferentiation process 

off a tumour and are mainly found in ATC. A recent report shows high similarity of genomic alteration 

inn papillary tumours and anaplastic tumours suggesting intra-tumoral evolution [58], 

Nextt to chromosomal mutations, more studies focus on differences in gene expression attempting to 

identifyy genetic events that play a role in the development and progression of thyroid cancer, In recent 

yearss a long list of genes differentially expressed in thyroid carcinoma has been identified. These studies 

investigatee expression levels of a single or a few genes using standard RNA techniques such as Northern 

blott analysis or PCR. Immunohistochemistry studies show the over- or underexpression of corresponding 

proteins.. Table 1 summarizes the most important findings from the last decade together with reported 

chromosomall rearrangements and activating mutations in oncogenes. 

Downregulationn of thyroid specific gene expression, such as that of TC, TPO, NIS, PDS and TSH-R has 

beenn described in several studies and is widely accepted as a marker for the dedifferentiation process 

thatt tumour progression causes. TC can still be expressed in thyroid carcinoma although the thyroglobulin 

proteinn is not iodinated and can therefore not function in thyroid hormone synthesis [59]. ATC, the most 

undifferentiatedd and most aggressive tumour, typically has lost expression of all genes involved in thyroid 

function. . 
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Tablee 1. Summary of genetic aberrations reported in thyroid cancer. 

Gene e Tumourr type Comment t REF F 

Rearrangements s 

TRK K 

RET T 

PPARy/PAX8 8 

Mutations s 

ras s 

gspp (Gsa) 

PTC C 

PTC C 

FTC C 

FA,, FTC, PTC 

FA,, FTC, PTC 

TSH-receptorr FA, FTC, PTC 

p533 ATC 

mtDNAA PTC 

Differentiall expression 

overexpression n 

ECM1 1 

lntegrin-(34 4 

MET T 

cyclinn Dl 

VEGF F 

TSG101 1 

Galectin-3 3 

PTTG G 

RCAS1 1 

HE-1 1 

SIR-T8 8 

NATH H 

FRA-1 1 

underexpression n 

NIS S 

TPO O 

pendrinn (PDS) 

thyroglobulinn (TG) 

TSH-receptor r 

PTEN N 

CMM 00 

p27 7 

FTC,, PTC 

PTC C 

PTC C 

PTC C 

PTC C 

PTC C 

PTC,, FTC 

FA,, FTC 

FTC,, PTC, ATC 

PTC C 

FTC,, PTC 

PTC C 

FA,, FTC, PTC 

FA,, PTC 

FTC,, PTC, ATC 

FTC,, PTC, ATC 

FA,, FTC, PTC, ATC 

ATC C 

FTC,, PTC 

PTC C 

PTC C 

FTCC (40%), PTC (50%) 

-100% % 

PTCC (-50%) 

-100% % 

variable e 

variable e 

--
FAA (88%), FTC, FTC (100 

FAA (90%), PTC (-100%) 

variable e 

variable e 

variable e 

100% % 

-50% % 

--
--

Fusionn oncogenes TRK, TRK-T1 -3 [60] 

Fusionn oncogenes RET/PTC 1-8 [61, 62] 

Fusionn oncogene [46] 

Activatingg point mutations (codons 12 and 61) [53, 63] 

relativelyy rare in PTC 

Activatingg point mutations (codons 201 and 227) [53, 64] 

mainlyy found in FA 

Activatingg point mutation (codon 623) [65] 

mainlyy found in FA 

Inactivatingg point mutations [66] 

Somaticc mutations in three mitochondrial genes [67] 
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Mostt genes overexpressed in thyroid carcinoma give valuable clues to the molecular background of thyroid 

oncogenesis,, but still no genetic markers are found that provide a comprehensive picture of differentia! 

expression,, usable for diagnostic and prognostic practise. The reported overexpression of VECF in PTC 

correlatess with increased angiogenesis and with the incidence of local and distant metastasis [71, 85], 

butt another report does not identify VECF as a suitable prognostic factor [86]. Calectin-3 was reported as 

aa candidate marker suitable to distinguish benign from malignant thyroid neoplasms [73, 87], Recently 

otherr reports have raised questions about the accuracy of galectin-3 as a diagnostic marker for thyroid 

follicularr cancer, especially on the RNA level [88, 89], Galectin-3 is overexpressed in medullary thyroid 

carcinomaa (MTC) and can be used to discriminate between solid cell nests and MTC [90]. 

Apartt from the genetic aberrations described above in the genome of thyroid cancer cells, reports describing 

mutationss in mitochondrial DNA as well as the link between the accumulation of mitochondrial DNA and 

thyroidd carcinoma suggest a role in for mtDNA in tumorigenesis. It is however still unclear what this role 

is.. Whether mutations or deletions in mtDNA, which seem to be associated with radiation-induced thyroid 

carcinoma,, directly induce tumorigenesis or are a result of the neoplastic process remains to be solved. 

Thee elevated mtDNA content in thyroid carcinoma can be explained by the fact that cells with high 

mitochondriall content are predisposed to become carcinogenic because they are more able to supply the 

highh energy requirements of proliferating cells [67, 91 ]. 

Nextt to studies focussing on one gene or protein at a time, modern techniques such as Serial Analysis of 

Genee Expression (SAGE) [92] or microarray [93, 94] have made it possible to study more than one gene 

att a time. In most cases it is possible to study the expression levels of hundreds or even thousands of 

geness in one experiment. SAGE offers the additional possibility to study all genes expressed in the tissue 

orr cell type that is studied and will be extensively discussed in paragraph 1.3. In contrast to other types 

off cancer, in thyroid carcinoma a very limited number of studies have been reported to use expression 

profiling.. A microarray study which compared the expression profile of follicular carcinomas with and 

withoutt metastasis identified several candidate genes from which many are related to cell structure and 

extracellularr matrix processes [95]. A study comparing cDNA expression arrays from normal thyroid and 

thyroidd tumours identified the transcription factor ID3 to be downregulated in papillary thyroid carcinoma 

[96].. An extensive study comparing expression microarrays from several thyroid tumours and normal 

thyroidd tissue controls shows a long list of differentially expressed genes. Many thyroid specific genes are 

downregulatedd as has been shown in many other studies. The genes coding for proteins CITED1 and SFTPB 

aree the most promising candidates and seem to be papillary thyroid carcinoma specific genes [97]. 

Expressionn profiling using SAGE libraries of limited size has been performed in a Japanese study where 

osteonectin,, an extracellular matrix protein, was shown to be overexpressed in anaplastic thyroid 

carcinomaa [98]. 

Thee available information on the genetic changes associated with development and progression of thyroid 

follicularr neoplasia, at the moment has no practical value for clinical diagnosis and does not provide any 

guidancee for prognosis or therapy. 
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1.33 Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) 

Withh the unraveling of the human genome came the desire for scientists to study more than one gene at 

aa time. To be able to do this at a comprehensive level has been and still is a big technological challenge. 

Thee most recent estimations on the total amount of human genes vary between 30,000-35,000 [99, 

100].. Developments in automatic sequencing and bioinformatics made it possible for the elucidation of 

thee human genome to be near to completion and many genomes from other organisms are being studied. 

Att the same time these developments made it possible to design techniques for multigene analysis 

experiments.. The hybridizations of oligo- or cDNA-microarrays to study the expression of many genes is 

onee of the techniques currently available [93, 94, 101]. One of the major limitations of the microarray 

techniquee is that only previously identified transcripts can be analyzed. To be able to study gene expression 

extensivelyy in certain tissues or cell-types it is necessary to analyze the expression of all genes expressed, 

includingg those genes that are not characterized yet. Since existing gene databases contain mainly genes 

highlyy expressed in entire organs, genes expressed at lower levels or in a small subset of cells with a 

specializedd function will be missed in most microarray or other available multigene techniques [102]. 

Thee SAGE technique developed in 1995 by Victor Velculescu [103] is the only available tool nowadays to 

makee complete gene expression profiles because SAGE provides a rapid and comprehensive approach for 

thee elucidation of quantitative gene expression profiles without prior availability of transcript information. 

SAGEE data represent absolute expression levels based on the enumeration of tags in a total population of 

tags.. The strength of the SAGE method is that the technique does not allow bias based on DNA sequence 

andd that results from any experiment are comparable to other SAGE experiments performed at a different 

momentt in time at another research location. Digital data is stored in SAGE databases and can be analyzed 

att any given time using any given collection of SAGE libraries. This feature of SAGE is a great advantage 

overr microarrays since the differences in microarray formats and normalization methods make direct 

comparisonn of data sets between microarray platforms very difficult. Presently, the public SAGE database 

att CGAP (Cancer Genome Anatomy Project) contains next to its extensive collection of EST data from 

tumorr and normal tissues more than 6 million tags generated from approximately 160 SAGE libraries from 

normall and pathological tissues and cell lines [104]. This is however but a fraction of the total amount of 

SAGEE data generated around the world, which can be a wealthy resource of expression data when available. 

Thee large-scale gene expression analysis that SAGE offers is an approach to determine gene function. 

Differentt cell types within an organism have unique patterns of gene expression. These gene expression 

patternss or profiles facilitate specific physiological functions. The ability to compare expression profiles 

amongg different cell types or among different states of the same cell type can identify genes involved in 

normall and pathological processes. Additionally, genes differentially expressed in diseased tissues may 

contributee to the discovery of novel diagnostic and prognostic factors, as well as therapeutic targets 

[105].. The identification of therapeutic targets of high biological relevance is a necessary step to improve 

drugg development. 

Thee fact that many cancers in most cases are not single gene diseases made the study of a large number 

off genes in one single experiment an interesting prospect for molecular oncology research. The cancer 

phenotypee reflects the changes in expression of hundreds or even thousands of genes that occur as a 

consequencee of the primary mutation of an oncogene or tumour suppressor gene. Not surprisingly, SAGE 

hass been applied in recent years in a number of molecular oncology studies with the aim of deciphering 
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pathwayss involved in tumorigenesis and tumour progression [106]. SAGE is a method, based on differential 

genee expression in diseased cells, able to discern relevant drug targets, alone or in combination with 

proteomicc applications. SAGE can accelerate high-throughput approaches in the development of new 

therapeuticc products [92]. 

Thee next part of the introduction will discuss the SAGE technique, its applications and will deal with 

typicall SAGE problems. A complete list of SAGE-related (review) publications can be obtained from the 

SAGEnett website at [www.sagenet.org]. 

1.3.11 SAGE-Technique 

Thee SAGE technique is based on the isolation of unique sequence tags from individual transcripts and 

concatenationn of these tags in a serial fashion into long DNA molecules [103], SAGE tags are typically 

lObpp long, although a recent application uses 17bp tags and is called LongSAGE. The longer tags that 

LongSAGEE provides makes gene discovery easier and genomic applications possible [107]. The SAGE 

protocoll has been improved since it was first described [103] but the basic steps remain the same. 

Figuree 1 gives a brief outline of how SAGE libraries are generated from a collection of cells or a tissue 

sample,, Detailed protocols are available at SAGEnet. 

Figuree 5 Outline of the SAGE technique. The generation of a SAGE library starts with the tissue or collection of cells that is to 
bee investigated. When using the standard SAGE protocol, mRNA isolation should yield at least Img of mRNA. (1) Isolation of 
mRNAA can be performed in a single step or via the isolation of total RNA. (2) High quality double-stranded cDNA is synthesized 
usingg a biotinylated oligodT with appropriate reagents or ready-to-use cDNA synthesis kits. (3) Double-stranded cDNA is captured 
usingg streptavid in-coated magnetic beads and (4) subsequently digested with the anchoring enzyme Nlalll in order to generate 
cDNAA fragments with an average size of 256bp. Alternatively, Sau3A can be used as an anchoring enzyme. (5) The captured 
3'-cDNAA ends are pooled and divided in two aliquots, which are respectively, ligated with two different linkers (1 & 2) both 
containingg the restriction site for a type II restriction enzyme, (6) Depending on the protocol used, both cDNA pools are digested 
withh either BsmFI for regular SAGE or with Mmel for LongSAGE. These restriction enzyme recognise a site in the linker and cut 
aa variable number of nucleotides downstream, generating the SAGE tag. (7) The two pools of linker attached SAGE tags are 
mixedd and ligated to form ditags. (8) Sequences in the flanking linkers are used to prime PCR oligos. An appropriate number of 
amplificationn cycles are performed until enough ditag material is generated. (9) The entire collection of ditags is digested with 
thee original anchoring enzyme Nlalll to remove linkers. (10) All ditags containing an Nlalll overhang are pooled and ligated to 
formm large concatamers of ditags. (11) DNA fragments containing ditags are subsequently cloned in pZero vector to be able to 
transformm plasmids with SAGE tags. Clones are plated and positive colonies selected for amplification. (12) Inserts containing 
ditagss are amplified using M13 primers from single colonies, PCR fragments are isolated and sequenced using the T7 sequence 
primerr site. After sequencing an appropriate number of clones, SAGE software can extract tags from sequence text files. 
Extractedd tags are used to build the SAGE expression profile. 
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Chapterr 1 

Thee first step before starting a SAGE experiment is to decide which tissue or collection of cells to use. 

Itt is important to consider the consequences of analysing a piece of heterogeneous tissue with a mixture 

off different cell types or an in vitro system as a cell line from which the gene expression profile can reflect 

culturee artefacts. Also the amount of starting material is essential. In the original SAGE protocol, 5u.g of 

mRNAA was used to generate one SAGE library. This corresponds to approximately 500u.g of total RNA 

thatt can be isolated from, on average 500mg of tissue. In some cases this amount of material is not 

available.. Nowadays, several protocols have been designed to construct SAGE libraries from very small 

amountss of starting material. These microSAGE protocols can use down to lOOng of total RNA or 50.000 

cellss because an amplification step is included in the protocol, on the RNA level or in the generation of 

ditags,, to overcome the problem of a low amount of starting material [108, 109, 110]. At present, 

standardd SAGE libraries can be generated with lug of mRNA using the publicly available protocol or 

withh 5u.g of total RNA when using the commercially available l-SAGE kit from Invitrogen. 

SAGEE expression profiles typically contain between 10,000 and 100,000 SAGE tags. In yeast, SAGE libraries 

containingg 50,000 tags yield a complete expression profile with expression data for all, approximately 

5,0000 yeast genes [111]. To obtain a complete expression profile in human cells, SAGE libraries containing 

overr 100,000 tags will have to be generated [105]. The number of tags that need to be analysed per 

libraryy depends on the particular application. When looking for differentially expressed genes in a diseased 

tissue,, only moderate to highly expressed genes may need to be analysed. If one seeks to identify all 

geness expressed in a particular tissue or cell type, for example to characterize novel genes, also genes 

expressedd at a low level need to be analysed. 

Bioinformaticss are essential to be able to analyse a large dataset that SAGE generates. Different programs 

too analyse SAGE data have been developed. The original protocol uses a Windows-based platform, 

SAGE300/SAGE2000.. Other programs such as eSAGE (Java) and USAGE (Unix) use differentt platforms 

butt are able to perform similar analyses [112, 113]. All programs basically extract tags from concatamer 

sequencee data and subsequently count and sort tags. Tags are linked, when possible, to a transcript database. 

Comparingg SAGE libraries identifies differentially expressed tags (transcripts), which can be made subject 

too statistical analysis. When analysing two or more SAGE expression profiles, statistics play an important 

role.. An excellent study shows that to compare two expression profiles, for example from a tumour 

comparedd to a normal control, all available statistical tests such as the Z-test, Fisher's exact test and 

Chi2-testt give identical results [114, 115]. Comparing more than two SAGE libraries between each other 

mayy warrant an even stricter statistical protocol, which exceeds a standard Z-test. 

Technically,, every well-equipped research lab can make SAGE libraries nowadays. The availability of high-

throughputt automatic sequencing is however essential to be able to generate SAGE data from thousands 

off SAGE clones in a reasonable space of time. The analysis of huge amounts of expression data generated 

byy SAGE is becoming the greatest bottleneck and the challenges to translate digital data into biological 

relevancee lie herein. 

1.3.22 SAGE - Applications 

SAGEE can provide a comprehensive profile of gene expression for a particular tissue or cell type. The number 

off times a given tag is observed in a SAGE profile provides the expression level for the corresponding 

transcript.. Linking the tag to sequence databases such as UniGene can identify this transcript. 
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Thiss so-called TAC-to-CENE identification can also be performed on available web applications SACEmap 

[116]] and SAGE Genie [117]. This automatic identification depends entirely on the completeness and 

correctnesss of the transcript database used for the analysis. Erroneous tag identification can occur for 

manyy reasons. Alternative splicing in the 3'UTR can cause a gene to generate transcripts which generate 

differentt SAGE tags [Chapter 4][118]. On the other hand different genes can generate identical tags. 

Too be certain about a TAG-to-GENE identification made by one of the available programs, expert manual 

checkingg remains necessary. SAGE tags that can not be linked to a known human transcript, so-called 

NoMatchh tags, are a starting point to elucidate a novel transcript, to expedite this several tools are available 

thatt can be used in several methods to elucidate the corresponding novel transcript [119]. The major 

problemm is to select a feasible amount of NoMatch tags, based on the underlying research question, for 

downstreamm wet-lab experiments from hundreds of available NoMatches. The Tissue Preferential 

Expressionn algorithm (TPE) can perform this additional selection. This TPE is a scalar value that is based 

onn the expression levels observed in a selection of SAGE libraries and on the number of SAGE libraries in 

whichh a specific gene is observed. Calculated TPE values can be ranked according their value. High TPE 

valuess represent tissue specific genes that are over-expressed in the reference library [120]. In this way the 

discoveryy of novel human genes can be greatly accelerated. With LongSAGE, the SAGE protocol where 

17bpp tags are generated, it becomes easier to determine the full length coding sequence corresponding to 

aa NoMatch tag, because a NoMatch tag can be elongated with the Nlalll restriction site to a 21 bp PCR 

primer.. Even NoMatch tags that fail to show homology to partial cDNA or EST sequences can now be 

usedd in 5'RACE and 3'RACE experiments to clone novel transcripts. Using NoMatch tags novel genes have 

beenn found in thyroid function related with congenital hypothyroidism [Chapter 6][121]. 

SAGEE has been used to study a number of model systems. Gene expression in several human organs, such 

ass pancreas [103], muscle [122, 123], kidney [110, 124], liver [125], skin [126] and thyroid [Chapter 3] 

hass been studied. Comprehensive expression profiles can generate valuable information on the expression 

off essential genes related to the specific functions of normal tissues. Furthermore, the comparison of SAGE 

expressionn profiles from multiple cells or tissues from a different origin can be used to elucidate the anatomy 

off gene expression. Genes that have restricted patterns of expression could be used for tissue-specific gene 

therapyy approaches. Cell lines have been studied using SAGE to study a number of pathways in vitro. 

Transcriptomee analysis of much-used model systems can be valuable to characterize cell line specific gene 

expression.. The activation of certain genes of interest in a cell line can generate data indicating downstream 

targets.. These SAGE experiments have been performed to characterize the downstream pathways of 

cancer-relatedd genes p53 [127], APC [128], c-MYC [129] c-JUN [130] and ECM1 [Chapter 7]. The effects 

off hormones can be revealed in similar fashion, as is shown in a report studying the effects of estrogens 

andd tamoxifen [131]. 

Initially,, SAGE has been used only on human tissues and cells. Mainly because the TAG-to-GENE 

identification,, essential for the translation of SAGE data into biological data, depends on the availability 

off extensive gene and transcript databases. The completion of the human genome sequence and the 

exponentiall growth of human transcript databases (dbEST, UniGene, RefSeq, etc.) have facilitated the 

SAGEE research in human cells. Recently, similar projects have been set up in other organisms such as 

mouse,, rat, drosophila, C.elegans and others. As a consequence during the last few years more SAGE 

studiess in other organisms have been reported [111, 114, 132, 133]. 



Chapterr 1 

Nextt to the generation of expression profiles, SAGE data can also be used for genomic applications. 

Combiningg SAGE tag databases with radiation hybrid maps of the human genome, transcripts can be 

mappedd to the human genome. Using the human transcriptome map, specific regions of high gene density 

calledd RIDCEs are identified [134]. LongSACE, which generates 21 bp tags, can be used to annotate the 

humann genome. LongSAGE expression profiles can identify novel exons or even complete genes previously 

nott predicted by the human genome database projects [107]. Recently, the LongSAGE protocol has been 

appliedd to generate tag databases from human genomic DNA. Digital enumeration of tags along the 

chromosomess can be used to quantitatively evaluate DNA content with high resolution. This approach, 

calledd Digital Karyotyping, can score amplifications and deletions with greater sensitivity then, for example, 

CGHH in human cancer [135]. 

1.3.33 SAGE - Cancer 

Nextt to mutational analysis of oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes, expression profiling of cancer 

cellss and their normal counterparts provides the opportunity to study thousands of genes simultaneously. 

SAGEE has been used for the analysis of cancer with the aim to decipher pathways involved in tumorigenesis 

andd to identify novel diagnostic and/or prognostic markers as well as therapeutic targets. In order to 

characterizee genes that are differentially expressed in cancer, SAGE profiles from tumour tissues and normal 

tissuess can be compared. The first publication where the SAGE technique identified candidate tumour 

markerss was published in 1997 [136] and showed genes differentially expressed in colon and pancreas 

tumours.. Since then many SAGE studies in cancer have been published. Expression profiles have been analysed 

fromm tumours in thyroid, brain, breast, lung, ovary and colon [Chapter 5][98, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141]. 

Manyy of the candidate tumour markers generated by SAGE studies are now subject to in-depth molecular 

investigations.investigations. From a SAGE study into non-small cell lung cancer {NSCLC} where PGP9.5 was identified 

amongstt other genes as a candidate marker [140] a follow-up study showed PGP9.5 overexpression to be 

closelyy associated with advanced stages of NSCLC [142]. 

Thee ability to universally compare SAGE libraries has also made study possible into general tumour 

mechanism,, such as the specific gene expression in tumour epithelium [143]. To facilitate these kinds 

off studies, many tumour SAGE libraries are pooled into a publicly available SAGE database at the NCBI 

centree called SAGEmap [144]. A recent version of this database was developed at the CGAP institute and 

iss called SAGEGenie [117]. The latter web-application is based on a transcript database, which was 

checkedd for errors and redundancy, giving a more reliable TAG-to-GENE identification. 

Alll SAGE analyses performed over the years provide a large amount of information which gives researchers 

aa chance to see into the function of cells at a far higher resolution then was previously possible. 

Thiss advance promises a revolution in the way cancer patients will be diagnosed and treated in the 

not-so-farr future. 
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1.44 Outline of the thesis 

Ass the title of this thesis indicates, the focus of this thesis is on the study of gene expression of thyroid 

cancerr and of thyroid cancer-related genes. The first part of chapter 1 introduces the clinical, pathological 

andd genetical state-of-the-art in thyroid physiology and cancer. The Serial Analysis of Gene Expression 

techniquee is dealt with in the second part of the introduction as a technique suitable to perform high-

throughputt comprehensive gene expression profiling. The primary event in tumorigenesis is almost always 

aa genomic mutation that affects the function of a certain gene and therefore the phenotype of a cell. 

Oncogeness are mostly genes that play a role in the regulation of proliferation and activation of these 

geness can derail regulated cell growth. In Chapter 2 the oncogenes ras and gsp are studied for mutations 

inn a cohort of paediatric thyroid tumour samples. Next to the initial mutation, downstream effects influence 

genee expression characterizes the phenotype of the tumour. To study the gene expression profile 

extensively,, a recent technique designed exactly for this purpose, SAGE, is applied to normal thyroid tissue 

(Chapterr 3). Chapter 4 deals with some of the problems that SAGE presents when 3'UTR alternative 

splicingg affects SAGE tag generation. To study the gene expression profile of a thyroid tumour, the SAGE 

techniquee is applied to a follicular variant of a papillary thyroid carcinoma {Chapter 5). This variant is a 

typicall example of a malignant thyroid tumour, which is difficult to distinguish histopathologically from 

benignn thyroid tumours. Also, it is a variant frequently occurring in paediatric thyroid cancer. Chapter 6 

unravelss the genomic organization and alternative splicing of a novel gene, SMAP31, corresponding to 

aa SAGE tag differentially expressed in the thyroid carcinoma SAGE library. Another candidate gene for 

thyroidd carcinoma, ECM1, is identified as specifically overexpressed in papillary and follicular thyroid 

carcinoma.. The available data on ECM1 indicate a possible role for ECM1 in the extracellular matrix 

relatedd tumour progression, angiogenesis and/or metastasis. To define the functional mechanisms and 

pathwayss that ECM1 is involved in, the downstream effects of ECM1 are studied in a cell line expressing 

ECM11 protein (Chapter 7). Comparing expression profiles of ECM1 expressing cells with the control cells 

willl identify differentially expressed genes directly or indirectly related to the function of the ECM1 

protein. . 
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